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ABSTRACT

Static Synchronous series compensator without energy storage device can exchange only reactive power with the network and can operate in limited operating range in two quadrants only. When energy storage device is connected at the DC bus of SSSC (SSSC – ES), it can also exchange real power with the network. Operating range of SSSC will be much broader and it covers all the four quadrants. However, emulated reactance and resistance by SSSC – ES is likely to affect the performance of a distance protection system. This paper presents a detailed model of an SMIB system with SSSC – ES. Injected voltage by SSSC – ES in all the four quadrants of operation is presented. Impact of operation of SSSC – ES in different quadrants and various control strategies for SSSC – ES on impedance emulated by SSSC – ES during steady state condition and transient system disturbance is discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

Due to stability constraints, transmission lines are often under-utilized and operated much below their rated capacity. Series connected FACTS controllers help in improving stability margin and hence power transfer capacity of the line [1], [2]. Hybrid series compensation i.e. a passive series capacitor and a SSSC is preferred for economic reasons [3]. In case of VSC based FACTS controllers, there is a provision for connecting energy storage device like battery, fuel cell SMES at the DC bus. This will further improve power transfer through the line [4].

1.2. Problem and proposed solution

Operation and control action of FACTS controllers can impact the performance of a power system. Few authors have discussed about the impact of FACTS controllers on the overall power system performance. Performance comparision of SSSC and TCPS in automatic generation control of hydrothermal system is discussed in [5]. In [6], it is shown that response accuracy under system disturbance will improve when PMUs are introduced with FACTS. Modifications in steady state characteristics of a system in case of SSSC with energy storage device is discussed in [7] and STATCOM with energy storage device is discussed in [8]. In [9], STATCOM incorporating a fuel cell is shown to enhance the transient stability of the system. Power oscillation damping controller is designed with STATCOM equipped with energy storage in [10]. Impact of SSSC and UPFC with SMES on distance relay operation is discussed in [11], [12]. Small signal stability analysis of a system with SSSC – ES is highlighted in [13]. Improvement in transient stability of an SMIB system with SSSC is shown in [14]. Bifurcation analysis of SSR with SSSC – ES and
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It should be noted that a positive value of $V_p$ signifies SSSC-ES drawing active power and negative value indicates SSSC-ES supplying power. Similarly, negative value of $V_R$ indicates capacitive mode and positive $V_R$ implies inductive mode of operation of SSSC–ES.

Equations (7) and (8) are used to calculate ‘$\gamma$’ and ‘$\beta$’.

$$\gamma = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{V_R(\text{ord})}{V_p(\text{ord})} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$\beta = \cos^{-1} \left( \frac{\sqrt{V_p^2(\text{ord}) + V_R^2(\text{ord})}}{k_p + \rho_s \cdot V_{dc}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Equations (9) to (15) are the governing equations for the system shown in Figure 1.

$$\text{Line current } I = \sqrt{i_q^2 + i_d^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$\frac{di_q}{dt} = \frac{w_x}{x_l} \left( V_{gq} - E_{h} - i_q R_i + X_i i_q - V_Q - V_{cQ} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$\frac{di_d}{dt} = \frac{w_x}{x_l} \left( V_{gd} - E_{h} - i_d R_i - X_i i_q - V_Q - V_{cD} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Voltage at the generator bus and the power generated by the generator are described by (12) and (13).

$$V_{gm} = \sqrt{V_{gq}^2 + V_{gd}^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$$P_p = V_{gq} \cdot i_q + V_{gd} \cdot i_d$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Equations (14) and (15) represent expressions for $V_R$ and active power component of SSSC–ES respectively.

$$-(X_{SSSC} \cdot I) = V_o^2 \cdot \cos \phi - V_o^2 \cdot \sin \phi$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

$$P = i_d \cdot V_o^2 + i_q \cdot V_o^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

### 2.2. Control strategy

In case of SSSC-ES, type 1 control is generally used in order to control both the magnitude and phase angle of the converter output voltage. Real and reactive voltages, $V_{P(\text{ord})}$ and $V_{Q(\text{ord})}$ are used to calculate phase angle ‘$\gamma$’ and dead angle ‘$\beta$’ using Equations (7) and (8). Various control strategies proposed are:

a. Real power controller, emulated resistance controller and constant real voltage control.

b. Emulated reactance controller and constant reactive voltage control.

Figure 2 explains the control strategy used.

Eigen value analysis is done to analyze the stability of the system under different operating conditions of SSSC-ES. PI controller values are selected based on root locus design and transient analysis [13].
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3. METHODOLOGY

System shown in Figure 1 is modeled in Matlab/Simulink. Newton Raphson iterative method is used to obtain the initial conditions. Generator output power ($P_g$) is taken as 0.9pu. DC bus voltage of SSSC - ES is assumed to be maintained constant by the energy storage device at 0.7 pu.

3.1. Operating range of SSSC - ES

A 150 MVA SSSC – ES is used in the present work. With a base MVA of 892.4MVA and with a line current of 1pu, SSSC can inject a voltage (magnitude) of 0.16809pu. Considering a reactance compensation of 45% from passive series capacitor and a net reactance compensation range of 30% to 60%, SSSC reactance can be varied between -0.15pu (capacitive) and 0.15pu (inductive). Real and reactive values of injected voltages were determined through simulation for various values of real power exchange by SSSC – ES and from the values obtained, real power exchange by SSSC- ES is limited between -0.08pu and 0.08pu when Xsssc value is ± 0.15pu. Whereas with SSSC injecting real voltage alone ($X_{sssc} = 0$), real power exchange can be up to 0.15pu.

3.2. Computation of impedance

Equations 16 to 18 are used to determine the impedance values analytically and are validated through simulation.

Impedance emulated by SSSC,

$$Z_{sssc} = R_{sssc} + jX_{sssc} = \frac{v_i}{I}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Where, $R_{sssc} = \frac{v_i}{I}$ and $X_{sssc} = \frac{v_i}{I}$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Impedance between generator and infinite bus,

$$Z_{gib} = Z_{line} + Z_{sssc} - jX_c + jX_t + jX_{sys}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Injected voltage

With out energy storage device at the DC bus, injected voltage by SSSC with respect to line current will be close to ± 90°. When an energy storage device is connected at the DC bus, angle of injected voltage can be any angle between 0° and 360° or -180° and +180°. Voltage injected by SSSC – ES in different quadrants of operation with respect to line current obtained through simulation is discussed in this section.

4.1.1. Reactive voltage injection

When SSSC – ES injects only reactive voltage (Reactive power exchange), injected voltage should be in quadrature with the line current (lagging by 90° in case of capacitive mode and leading by 90° in case of inductive mode. Simulation results obtained (Figure 3 and Figure 4) clearly validate this.

![Figure 3. Capacitive reactance compensation, \( \gamma = -90^\circ \)](image)

![Figure 4. Inductive reactance compensation, \( \gamma = 90^\circ \)](image)

4.1.2. Real voltage injection

When SSSC – ES exchanges real power alone (injects real voltage), injected voltage should be in phase with current while absorbing power and anti-phase while supplying power. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the injected voltage under these operating conditions.

![Figure 5. SSSC absorbing Real power, \( \gamma = 0^\circ \)](image)

![Figure 6. SSSC supplying real power, \( \gamma = 180^\circ \)](image)
4.1.3. Simultaneous real and reactive voltage injection

When SSSC – ES injects both real and reactive power, angle of SSSC injected voltage depends on the operating condition i.e. quadrant of operation. As shown in Figure 7, operation will be in 4th quadrant when SSSC is in capacitive mode and is drawing real power ($V_P$ is positive and $V_R$ is negative). Similarly with SSSC in capacitive mode and is supplying real power, operation will be in 3rd quadrant ($V_P$ is negative and $V_R$ is negative) as evident from Figure 8.

![Figure 7. Operation in fourth quadrant, Gamma = -56.72°](image)

![Figure 8. Operation in third quadrant, Gamma = -119.8°](image)

When SSSC is in inductive mode, operation will be in first (SSSC absorbing power) or second (SSSC supplying power) quadrant. The result obtained through simulation are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10.

![Figure 9. Operation in first quadrant, Gamma = 58.98°](image)

![Figure 10. Operation in second quadrant, Gamma = 116.2°](image)

4.2. Emulated impedance by SSSC – ES

Distance protection is the preferred protection for long transmission lines. Operation of distance relay is based on the apparent impedance measured by the relay. Impedance emulated by SSSC – ES will change the measured impedance by the relay and hence the relay may mal operate. When SSSC – ES is injecting reactive voltage alone, it will emulate and change reactance component of impedance.
Similarly while injecting real voltage alone, it should emulate and change resistance component of impedance. Obviously, when SSSC – ES exchanges both real and reactive power, it will emulate and change both real and imaginary part of impedance. Table 1 gives the results obtained through simulation. From table 1 it is clear that impedance emulated by SSSC – ES depends on the Operating condition i.e. quadrant of operation. It can be noted that in capacitive mode of operation, SSSC emulates negative reactance and hence net reactance reduces, while net reactance increases in case of inductive mode due to positive reactance emulation. Similarly, net resistance increases due to positive resistance emulation when SSSC absorbs power and decreases when SSSC supplies power due to negative resistance emulation. Impedance values are determined analytically using Equations 16 to 18. System data for impedance computation are obtained with the corresponding values obtained analytically. 

\[ Z_0 = 0.04 + j 1; \]
\[ X_{\text{sys}} = j 0.06; \]
\[ X_C = j 0.45; \]
\[ X_T = j 0.14; \] all values in pu. For a given operating condition, Vp, VR and line current values are obtained through simulation. From Table 1, it can also be noted that impedance values determined through simulation matches with the corresponding values obtained analytically.

### Table 1. Steady State Impedance under Various Operating Conditions of SSSC - ES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating condition</th>
<th>( Z_{\text{em}} ) (Analytical)</th>
<th>( Z_{\text{em}} ) (measured)</th>
<th>( Z_{\text{SSSC}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No SSSC</td>
<td>0.04+j0.75</td>
<td>0.0399+j0.75</td>
<td>0 + j 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_{\text{sssc}} = 0, Pref = 0</td>
<td>0.04+j0.6</td>
<td>0.0399+j0.6</td>
<td>0 + j 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_{\text{sssc}} = -0.15, Pref = 0.08</td>
<td>0.1384+j0.6</td>
<td>0.13847+j0.6</td>
<td>0.098475 - j 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_{\text{sssc}} = -0.15, Pref = -0.08</td>
<td>-0.045+j0.6</td>
<td>-0.0457 + j 0.6</td>
<td>-0.085786 - j 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_{\text{sssc}} = -0.15, Pref = 0</td>
<td>0.04+j0.9</td>
<td>0.0399 + j 0.9</td>
<td>0 + j 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_{\text{sssc}} = 0.15, Pref = 0.08</td>
<td>0.13+j0.9</td>
<td>0.1302 + j 0.9</td>
<td>0.090205 + j 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_{\text{sssc}} = 0.15, Pref = -0.08</td>
<td>-0.034+j0.9</td>
<td>-0.033943 + j 0.9</td>
<td>-0.073939 + j 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_{\text{sssc}} = 0, Pref = 0.15</td>
<td>0.224+j0.75</td>
<td>0.22426 + j 0.75</td>
<td>0.18427 + j 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_{\text{sssc}} = 0, Pref = -0.15</td>
<td>-0.097+j0.75</td>
<td>-0.096985 + j 0.75</td>
<td>-0.13698 + j 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values in Table 1 were obtained through simulation with constant P control for real voltage and constant reactive voltage control. How ever simulation results with different combinations of control strategy for real and reactive voltage of SSSC – ES showed that for a given operating condition, without any system disturbance, impedance emulated by SSSC – ES is independent of control strategy used. Table 2 shows the simulation result for one of the operating condition ( X_{\text{sssc}} = - 0.15, Pref = 0.08, operation in fourth quadrant).

### Table 2. Steady State Impedance with Various Control Strategies of SSSC - ES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating condition</th>
<th>Control strategy</th>
<th>( Z_{\text{em}} ) (analytical)</th>
<th>( Z_{\text{em}} ) (measured)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X_{\text{sssc}} = -0.15, Pref = 0.08</td>
<td>Constant P, Vr</td>
<td>0.09847+j0.15</td>
<td>0.098474 - j 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_{\text{sssc}} = -0.15, Pref = 0.08</td>
<td>Constant P, X_{\text{sssc}}</td>
<td>0.09847-j0.15</td>
<td>0.098474 - j 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_{\text{sssc}} = -0.15, Pref = 0.08</td>
<td>Constant Vp, Vr</td>
<td>0.09847-j0.15</td>
<td>0.098474 - j 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_{\text{sssc}} = -0.15, Pref = 0.08</td>
<td>Constant Vp, X_{\text{sssc}}</td>
<td>0.09847-j0.15</td>
<td>0.098474 - j 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_{\text{sssc}} = 0.15, Pref = 0.08</td>
<td>Constant Rs, Vr</td>
<td>0.09847-j0.15</td>
<td>0.098474 - j 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_{\text{sssc}} = 0.15, Pref = 0.08</td>
<td>Constant Rs, X_{\text{sssc}}</td>
<td>0.09847-j0.15</td>
<td>0.098474 - j 0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3. Effect of control strategy on emulated impedance, during system disturbance

During any transient system disturbance line current is expected to change. Hence emulated impedance by SSSC – ES during disturbance is expected to be different with various control strategies. In order to analyze the effect of control strategy used for SSSC, during transient condition, a step change in mechanical torque input to generator (Tm) is considered. Tm is changed from 0.9pu to 1.1pu at 1.5 second for a duration of 0.1 sec. Due to increase in mechanical torque input, there will be an increase in line current value during disturbance. Resistance, reactance and impedance emulated by SSSC – ES during such a disturbance, with various control strategies proposed and different operating conditions are determined through simulation.

#### 4.3.1. Emulated reactance

Operation of a reactance relay depends on the apparent reactance measured by the relay. Reactance emulated by SSSC depends mainly on the reactive voltage injected by SSSC and line current. For the following operating conditions of SSSC – ES reactance emulated by SSSC is obtained through simulation, employing the proposed control strategies.

**Case 1**: Operation in fourth quadrant; capacitive mode, no real power.

**Case 2**: Operation in first quadrant; inductive mode, no real power.
Plots of reactance emulated by SSSC – ES under these operating conditions is shown in Figure 11 and 12 respectively. It can be noted from Figure 11 that SSSC – ES emulates a negative reactance in capacitive mode of operation and it emulates a positive reactance in inductive mode of operation as shown in Figure 12.

It is also very clear from Figure 11 and 12 that reactance emulated by SSSC remains almost constant, before, during and after the disturbance with constant Xsssc control. This however would require an increase in injected voltage by SSSC during disturbance (due to increased current). In case of constant reactive voltage control, Figure 11 and 12 clearly show that the emulated reactance by SSSC – ES is reduced during disturbance due to increase in current magnitude.

4.3.2. Emulated resistance

Resistance emulated by SSSC depends on the real voltage injected by SSSC and line current. For the following operating conditions, resistance emulated by SSSC was computed employing the proposed control strategies.

**Case 3**: Operation in first quadrant; No reactive power exchange, absorbing real power

**Case 4**: Operation in second quadrant; No reactive power, supplying real power

---

*Figure 11. Emulated reactance by SSSC, capacitive mode*

*Figure 12. Emulated reactance by SSSC, inductive mode*

*Figure 13. Emulated resistance by SSSC*
Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the plot of emulated resistance under these conditions. It can be noted from Figure 13 that since SSSC – ES is absorbing power it emulates positive resistance. Also resistance emulated by SSSC remains almost constant, before, during and after the disturbance with constant R_{SSSC} control. This however calls for increase in injected voltage by SSSC during disturbance (Since current is increased during disturbance). It is further observed that positive resistance emulated by SSSC – ES is decreased during disturbance with constant P control and constant V_p, due to increase in current. Variation is more in case of constant P control since V_p will decrease with increase in current, to maintain ‘P’ constant.

It is very clear from Figure 14 that since SSSC – ES is supplying power it emulates negative resistance. It is further observed that emulated resistance remains constant during and after disturbance with constant R_{SSSC} control whereas with constant real voltage and constant real power control, magnitude of the emulated resistance is decreased during disturbance due to increase in current.

4.3.3. Emulated impedance

Variation in emulated resistance and reactance values during system disturbance with various control strategies and different operating conditions of SSSC – ES were discussed separately in the previous section. Operation of an impedance relay or a mho relay is based on the magnitude of the apparent impedance measured by the relay. In order to analyze the impact of control strategy employed on emulated impedance, following operating conditions were considered.

Case 5: Capacitive mode absorbing power (X_{SSSC} = -0.15, P_{ref} = 0.08)
   i. Constant V_p, V_r control
   ii. Constant R_{SSSC}, X_{SSSC} control.

Case 6: Inductive mode absorbing power (X_{SSSC} = 0.15, P_{ref} = 0.08)
   i. Constant V_p, V_r control
   ii. Constant R_{SSSC}, X_{SSSC} control.

Plot of emulated impedance under these operating conditions shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16. It is interesting to note that with constant R_{SSSC} and constant X_{SSSC} control, variation in magnitude of emulated impedance by SSSC – ES during and after disturbance is negligible. In case of constant injected voltage control, there is significant change in emulated impedance by SSC – ES.
4.4. Discussion
The inferences from the analysis of 4 quadrant operation of SSSC are
a. When SSSC injects reactive voltage alone, injected voltage will be +/- 90° with respect to line current.
b. When SSSC injects both real and reactive voltage, it can operate in all the four quadrants and injected voltage will be between +180° and -180° with respect to line current.
c. Impedance emulated by SSSC depends on the operating condition.
d. In steady state, impedance emulated by SSSC for a given operating condition is independent of control strategy used for SSSC – ES.
e. During a transient system disturbance, control strategy used for SSSC – ES will have significant impact on the reactance and resistance emulated by SSSC.
f. Constant Rssec and Xsssec control strategy will maintain the resistance and reactance emulated by SSSC almost constant during and after disturbance.
g. Emulated impedance offered by SSSC – ES significantly changes during system disturbance, for constant injected voltage control strategy and constant real power control.
h. Variation in reactance and resistance emulated by SSSC – ES during various operating conditions and control strategies of SSSC – ES is likely to modify the apparent impedance measured at the relay location. This can cause mal operation of the distance relay.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper detailed modeling of an SMIB system with SSSC – ES is presented. Operation of SSSC in all the 4 quadrants and injected voltage by SSSC with respect to line current is discussed. Emulated reactance and resistance by SSSC – ES during various operating conditions is determined analytically and validated through simulation. It is shown that operating condition of SSSC – ES will influence the emulated reactance and resistance. It is further shown that during a system disturbance, the emulated impedance by SSSC - ES depends on the control strategy adopted. Impedance values determined analytically under various operating conditions of SSSC – ES are validated through simulation results. Variation in emulated reactance and resistance by SSSC –ES during system disturbance will have an impact on the operation of a distance relay. The apparent impedance seen by the relay will get modified and is likely to cause mal operation of distance relay.
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